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Our best local chalk Stream: in good times

The empty Granta: in bad and dry times
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Climate
Change
Hotter summers ?

Climate Change

Local Cambridge
evapotranspiration
has risen by only 5%
during the last 120
years.
Stantec

University of Cambridge Botanic Garden
John Kapor

Katie Martyr

25th July 2019 Britain’s hottest day ever 38.7o C

Droughts and Augmentation: a good idea at the time
During the mid 1970s drought, the Cambridge Water Company (unusually) had no
restrictions, but Nine Wells dried up for the first time in its recorded history and
possibly for the first time since the last Ice Age. Wetland SSSIs were then
threatened.
1991 saw a ‘three year drought’. The
Ground Water Support scheme was
initiated. It was in place by 1996.
“This river support scheme is now
under construction. It has been
possible to manage the water
resources of the area in ways to
benefit all concerned. The provision
of increased water for public supply
will not be at the expense of low
flows in rivers, streams and
wetland conservation areas.”

14 pumped
borehole
sources
28 ‘spring’
outfalls to
chalk
streams

The Groundwater Support Scheme

Augmentation may save our rivers
in a drought - but relying upon this
scheme is to deny the reality of our
present over-abstraction.
Robbing Peter to pay Paul

Poorer river flows mean that
potential pollutants go
undiluted, hence pollution
becomes potentially worse.

The Water Pollution Status of the River Cam
(last full survey by Environment Agency was 2016)

Pollution
•

The EA data on this is quite superb but is little known by the public. The
Environment Agency has been cut back relentlessly in the past 6 years.

•

With reduced river flows insufficiently treated sewage and septic tank leakage
is not diluted. The Cam, from Saffron Walden, south of Byron’s pool has poor
water quality largely for this reason.

•

There are still small sewage works not removing phosphate sufficiently.

•

Milton Sewage Works (Anglian Water) is now greatly improved and can fully
process 1276 litres of sewage per second. But it’s not perfect.

•

Cam river flows at Baits Bite may be > 40% treated sewage by volume , at low
flow times. Upstream Haslingfield STW suffers massive storm overflows.

•

Biodiversity: Cambridge has already lost 23 species of water plants out of 66
species once recorded here. This is largely attributed to historic water
pollution.

The River Granta at Stapleford : 6th Sept 2019

The Inconvenient Truths again
We all value our own drinking-water supply. We all flush the loo. We all waste it!
So do we need to own more of the responsibility for our water resources?
This is already a water stressed region: Chalk streams are dying across south east England.
The rainfall is unpredictably variable, year on year. There will be greater ‘droughts’ than
2018 -2019 in the years ahead.
The summers may well be hotter ( > 38.7 C again ?) In hotter weather more water is used
by both green plants and people (5-10% up in hot summers).
The autumns are now greener for longer, therefore winter recharge time is lessened.
The winters may be drier ( a 40 year trend ? ) or wetter, but there is already not nearly
enough water for environmental well-being.
There are very big projected human population increases for the Cambridge region. There is
a greater need for better and ‘greener’ environments for all people NOW, and if we are to
‘double nature’ it certainly cannot be done without water.

Is this sustainable ?

How do we fix it?

Stallard

Modeling the problem. On average, half the ground water that might have gone into
the river Cam is abstracted for industry, for domestic use and irrigation.
In a drought time there may be nothing flowing from springs into the river at all,
except for water recycled from sewage treatment works.
Diagram devised and computed by Dr Joe Stallard, C.U. Dept Engineering.

2.5 megalitres in an
Olympic Swimming pool

The Cam catchment’s groundwater Chalk, just upstream of Cambridge, is supplying 22
Olympic Swimming pools of water daily to the two local water companies - Affinity Water
(35%) and Cambridge Water (South Staffs) (65%). This is largely for drinking water.
Cambridge Water Company is licensed to abstract (82 megalitres) 33 Olympic Swimming
pools daily from its full catchment. Currently they are well within these set limits.
Anglian Water, Cambridge Water and Affinity water abstract 42 Olympic Swimming pools
in total, every day. This is the measure of the River Cam loss of flow.

Affinity Water and Cambridge Water’s licenced___ , and actual ____ total abstractions
From the Chalk aquifer of the Cam, Rhee and Granta - upstream of Cambridge.
(Annual totals are megalitres/annum)
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The licensed (ceiling) total has been unaltered since they were first allocated in
1960s and 70s.

The Groundwater Crisis
Cambridge City initiated a Climate
Strategy in 2016.
This was stepped up to a ‘Climate
Crisis’ in 2019.
Because of the state of the River
Cam in Sept 2019, highlighted by
the River Cam Manifesto,
Councillor Katie Thornborrow held
a ‘Water Forum’ in November 2019.
At this the EA staff admitted that
the Water companies were indeed
“over-licenced”.
‘Our groundwater model suggests reductions in overall abstraction in the Cam catchment of
60-70% would be necessary to meet environmental flow targets, and hence contribute
towards achieving good ecological status under the Water Framework Directive (WFD).’
However, ‘reductions in abstraction to secure Good Ecological Status under the Water
Framework Directive are subject to a cost-benefit assessment’
EA 2020

Some Solutions to the Groundwater Crisis
• Substantial reductions in Ground water abstraction
(Affinity Water have begun cuts!)

• Fixing the Leaks
• Metering of all water use
• Managing demand better
• Investment in alternative sources: a Fen Reservoir
• Investment in greater water re-use and recharge
• Investment in rainwater harvesting and grey water
recycling

Groundwater in the Chalk has a resilience
of its own against drier winters. Chalk
streams should run all year and every year
whatever the weather.
Over-abstraction has pushed it further and
further into being a smaller resource.
The licensing system is a nonsense if the
river is the loser.
The Greater Cambridge partnership (City +
South Cambs) commissioned STANTEC in
2019 to report on ‘future water resources’.
The preliminary report in Nov 2020 stated:
‘There is no capacity to increase
groundwater abstraction from the Chalk
aquifer. Future water demand and supply
will need to be balanced in other ways’,
including ‘major new regional water supply
reservoirs, transfer schemes and land use
change.’

More than 100 years ago

In 1920 the Shep had 14 Cubic metres of
water per minute.
1n 2020 it was much less, yet now
augmented as well.

Fixing
the
leaks
At present there is
23% leakage from
abstraction to
supply delivery.

Cambridge Water recently stated ‘By 2024/25, we will reduce total leakage on
our network by 15% from 2019/20 levels.’
That is a saving of 2 megalitres/day from 13.5 megalitres/day
These leakages are over the entire supply area: the remedy is long and hard and
expensive. Leaks matter more in some places than others.

Domestic Water Saving and the price of water.
Water that has been abstracted, stored, treated to drinking water standards
and distributed through water mains to homes and businesses is a valuable
high-quality resource.

Your domestic supply costs you around £0.88 per 1,000 litres.
Its price contrasts markedly with that of petrol at £1,100 per 1,000 litres
Should we change the pricing?

Ask OfWat

The Cambridge Water Company Water Saving Campaign

A commercial survey for water companies 2019

How much do people
really care about
water shortages?
The majority of people say that they are
not concerned about water shortages,
but most think that they, as the
customer, have the responsibility to save
water.

Scarcity does not seem to drive frugality

Metering is effective in reducing demand,
but the 78% of people (nationally) who don’t
have a meter don’t want one.

Our Challenges to the water companies and OfWAT
• Should we not now have compulsory metering ?
• Should we not have progressive water pricing through OfWAT?
• Should OfWAT not be more concerned with Environmental welfare as
well as equitable water pricing to consumers?

Who tells you to save
water ?

Once in about 20 years
CWC has a hosepipe ban.
In water stressed Capetown
it is the local government
that holds the whip hand.

In Cambridge, local
government has
little or no say.

What else can we do?
Change Building Regulations to reduce water consumption
Requiring all homes in England to be built to 110 litres per person per day is possible,
under Part G of regulations, and would be no additional cost. However, in order to
help alleviate future supply-demand deficits much tighter standards are required.
Water efficiency labeling of appliances
Annual hose-pipe bans could be mandatory
Compulsory metering has been shown to reduce water use and helps to identify
leaks. Metered customers do use around 33 litres (24%) less water per day than
unmetered customers.
Smart Metering leads to more efficient and more accurate leak detection and fixing,
and it can help customers track and understand their consumption.
None of these address the existing unsustainability of our present practice
Increased demand is by any ecological measure unsustainable.

The River Cam’s Future?
The choice

Private Frazer

"we're
doomed"

or

Professor Andrew Balmford

"we are
doomed if
we lack
Earth
optimism"

Being Future Positive
• Cambridge could have better water quality and the best
Chalk streams in East Anglia – if we lived more ecologically.
• We have a great River heritage to value and protect.
• We have keen volunteers who will work for these ends.
• We have a relatively wealthy public who might pay more for
their natural environment and its well-being.
• We have wonderful wildlife which will provenly bounce back
if we give it a chance.
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Cambridge Water Company Reports
OfWat publications.
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